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PHOTOGRAPHY & FILMING

EYECONIC CREATIONS



Lets Talk about the COMPANY

Photography and filming are not just about capturing memories or a story, 
it is the process of making the story of a specific moment special by applying
proper essence of direction and The vision to carry the information to the Audience.

After taking a break from management job, life gave Ishan an opportunity to start
his career managing events. Within a short span of time his passion for photography
took over the struggle of the journey.For the past 10 years,
tthis journey of professional Photography and Filmmaking, made him experience
the best time of his life and it has taught him that every project
is dierent and exclusive with its own terms.

Based on this idology we evaluate and consider all our projects exclucively
and treat them equal with importance and creativity.

We are sure, there is a long way ahead to walk with a lot of interesting people and
cherish the joy of making art by crafting light, sound and direction.



Hush-Hush ABOUT US

1.   Those professional fellows were crazy to shoot with,
2.   They messed-up our area, but left it intect and clean by the end.
3.   Do they creat their content by themsefves !
4.   They takes too long to deliver, ahm ahm not to mention how many alteration.
5.   Well, I was camera shy, then they happened.
6.   Weren’t they looking fresh on set.
77.    Bro, never call a camera operator “Camera-man” you never know, crazy fellow might be there.
8.   well, whatever u say they were lazy but came up with interesting content.
9.   We had expectation, luckly they changed it.
10.  I have a friend if you are looking for a photography team, well now u know them.



SERVICES we provide

   DOMESTIC

1.   Wedding and Prewedding.
2.  Other domestic events. 

   PROFESSIONAL

1.   Portfolio and Profile making.
2.  Personal Photography and film making. 
3.  Promotional content making

   Corporate

1.   Corporate film making.
2.   Interviews.
3.   Short videos and promotional video content making
4.   Pitch videos & content making for startups.
5.   Fund raising content making for NGO and other social perpus.  



Fortunate to WORK WITH



MAIL    mailtoeyeconic@gmail.com
BUZZ   +91-9038056593
W EB     eyec.co.in


